Timber Shutters

Welcome to the

Luxaflex lifestyle
Thank you for purchasing Luxaflex® Timber
Shutters. With proper operation and care
your new shutters will provide years of
beauty and performance. Please review this
instruction booklet thoroughly for operation
and care information.
The information and advice included in this brochure has been
prepared with care. However, we are unable to accept responsibility
for the results of or any damage caused during operation.
As with all wood-based products, Luxaflex® Woods Products are subject
to some variations in the grain, colour and texture, and are considered
normal, acceptable quality. Precautions should be taken to reduce
exposure to harsh environmental elements, such as salt air. Continuous
exposure through open windows and doors will accelerate the wood
deterioration. Additionally, the timber shutters are made from real,
natural wood. Therefore great care must be taken when cleaning the
blinds. Even though the wood is sealed, water and sometimes excessive
dampness may cause warpage or discolouration of the slats.
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Operation
Tilt bar operation
For shutters with a tilt bar, use the tilt bar to adjust the
louvre closure.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Do not grab the tilt bar or louvre to open out
a hinged or bi-fold on track shutter or to slide
a sliding shutter as this may place too much
pressure on the tilt bar and louvre fittings. Instead
open the louvres, if necessary, and gently grasp
the shutter panel frame.

Care and cleaning
Routine maintenance
Dusting
Dust can be easily brushed off at regular intervals
using a clean soft cloth, a feather duster or a vacuum
cleaner with brush attachment.
To dust or vacuum, tilt the louvre up and then down,
(but not entirely closed), to reach the entire top and
bottom surfaces of the louvre.
Spot cleaning
• Dirty louvres can be cleaned with a dry cloth.
• Chemical based cleaning products are
not recommended.
• Do not allow a lot of water to come into contact
with the timber. Although the timber is coated,
water can cause the louvres to warp, bow or twist,
stains to occur or the paint/lacquer to peel. Do not
use a damp cloth when cleaning. Damage caused

TruView® operation
For shutters with the TruView® the Mechanism, gently
grasp a louvre blade in the middle of the panel and
move the louvre to the closed position. Run your hand
over the louvres to close them completely.

by water is not covered under warranty.
• Luxaflex Woods Collection shutters and blinds are
a natural product and over time will age from the
effects of the sun.
HANDY TIP: When cleaning any window, spray glass
cleaner on a cloth rather than spraying directly on the
window. This will prevent damage to the wood finish
by splattering the cleaning solution.

